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Fantasy Ground is a digital OSR game being created by Daniel
Alman. Fantasy Ground will be a table-top RPG system with a
character creation process based on the Step-by-step character
generation rules set forth in the PDF module in the Fantasy
Ground Character Creator Pack. Explore a randomly generated
game world inhabited by a cast of pre-generated fantasy
characters. Players play the game world by taking turn-based, grid-
based battle encounters, scaling from duels to full-fledged battles.
The "Free RPG Day" Kickstarter rewards for backers include the
digital game and the full Fantasy Ground Character Creator pack,
which will be the basis of the character creation process for
players! Key Features: 1) Random World Generator: Fantasy
Ground is a randomly generated sandbox game, allowing players
to fully-create their characters within a sophisticated RPG world,
choosing their path and fighting the monsters and baddies they
encounter along the way. Characters are not limited to a preset
character class. 2) Turn-Based Combat: Combat actions in the
game are performed in turns, not rounds, as is common in many
games. Characters make a move, then roll attack and defense
dice, then resolve an attack's damage. If a defending character
stops the attack by successfully blocking, that defense is a save.
After that, anyone is free to move or use a special ability. This
way of playing is a departure from many other games that are
primarily turn-based. 3) High Quality Character Generation and
Customization: Character creation is done entirely through the
character creator. The character generator gives easy access to
character customization options, including class, race, and
background. The stats are initially preset and can be altered.
Character features can also be modified, and individual character
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attributes can be changed. 4) Enhanced Character Deck: Each
character has access to a character deck, which contains a
selection of special abilities and knowledge. The powers are not
preselected and can be modified by the player. Every character in
the game has their own "personal skills," and these can be
tweaked to fit their own play style. Additionally, creatures and
objects can have special abilities that can be used for combat
encounters. 5) Mission-Based, Role-Playable Campaign: The game
world is divided into three mission areas. The game world is not
closed-off, but players can move freely between areas as they
please. During the course of play, players will be asked to play a
series of missions to complete a quest. 6) Smart Creatures and
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